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ABSTRÄ,CT

The details of three experiments are reported, whose aim

is to investigat.e the cause of an observed increase in the
dark current of a photomultiplier tube (pMT) when it \Á/as

irradi-ated in a mixed radiation field.
The first experiment deal-s with determining the response

of the PMT exposed to a rnixed radj_ation f iel-d containing
neutrons as a function of the intensity of the field. The

experiment r^/as conducted using beams of protons of energy

2I"3, 26 "O, 33.7 , 39.5 | and 4g "O MeV incident on a thin
berylJ-ium target (23.s +/- o.o mg/cmz). Neutrons \¡/ere produced

via the 0""(p,n)eB reaction. The resurts of the experiment are

then compared to predicted increases j-n PMT dark current based

on neutron induced reactions with the beryll_iun in the dynodes

of the PMT. Results indicate that the neutron interactions
account for 0"04-0 "232 of the observed. increase in dark
current, depending upon the energy of the neutrons.

The second experiment examines the pulse height structure
from the PMT when it \¡ras irradiated in various radiation
fields. Beams of 40 Mev protons incident on a thin Be target
(23"5 +/- o.o mg/cmz) and a thick depleted uranium target (5.7

g/cmz)r âs well as. óOco gamma source, h/ere used to qenerate

the radiation f iel-ds. Results from this study indj_cate Lhat

at 40 Mev j-ncident proton energy, 4.72 of the events recorded

by the PMT are 1ikely due to gamma ray and neutron



interactions "

FínatIy, time-of-flight technigues v/ere employed to
determine if the PMT was in fact detecting neutrons. Resul_ts

showed that the PMT was responding to neutrons, and that the

ratio of neutrons to gianma rays detected vüas 123.7. A neutron

detection efficiency for the pMT was estimated to be (3"3 +/-
2"O) x 10-3.

Also discussed are the imprications of these findings for
the fíel-ds of particre physics, radiotherapy, and hearth
physics" Vfith some modifications, the pMT night be

successfully utilized as a fast neutron detector.

l- l-
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

l--1 Motivation for this Study

Early i-n r986, experiments v¡ere carried out at the
university of Manítoba Accelerator centre studying the

characterist.ics of liqht ernitted from various surfaces when

bombarded with beams of high energy (10 50 Mev) neutral_

hydrogen atoms IDU87] " During the course of those experiments,

it was observed that the dark current (the el-ectronic signal
from the phototube when not detecting photons) of a

photomultiplier tube (pMT) increased. dramaticarly as the
intensity of the radiation fie]d present increased. (For this
thesis, âDy increase in the current of a right seal_ed pMT due

to the presence of a radiation field shall_ be referred to as

an increase in its dark current). The dark current was

observed to increase linearly with the beam current producing

the fierd. rt was speculated that part of the increase rnight

be attributabl-e to neutrons generated in the experiment

interacting with the structural- materiar of the pMT.

rf the photomurtiplier tube did in fact respond Ìinearly
to neutrons' the development of a fast neutron detector rnight

be feasible using a pMT as the main component. since cross

sections for interactions with the PMT structural- material
change with changing neutron energy, it would. be likery that
the response of the pMT to neutrons would also be some



function of neutron energy.

A series of three studies was cond.ucLed to determine if
the PMT responded to neutrons contaj-ned in mixed radiation
fields. From these studies, the viabirity of using a pMT or
suitably rnodified PMT as a fast neutron monitor has been

investigated" The rnotivation for investigating the response

of a PMr to neutrons stems from two different fiel_ds of
physj-cs: high energy particre physics and medicar or heal-th

physics.

A major portion of research i-nto particre physics is
being carried at large accel-erators where pri-mary proton beam

energi-es reach the 5oo - looo Gev range and beyond. secondary

parti-c1es resulting from corlisions of these high energy

primaries typically have energies ín the tens of GeV range.

Experíments designed to investigate particl-e theory at these

energies are increasingry relying on rarge calorimeters to
stop the secondary particles and determine their energy. A

calorimeter is a block of matter in which a particl-e to be

measured interacts and deposits arr of its energy in the form

of a shower of decreasingfy lower energy particres. Neutral
particles can only be detected in this manner.

The best energy resol-ution cal-orimeters consist of two

basic media: an absorber and a scíntillator. The absorber and

the scintil-tator are alternated in a stack consisting of many

layers" A high energy particle entering the absorber produces

a shower of lower energy particles" These particres pass



through the scintill-ator producing a light signal proportional
to their energy. The process then repeats itsel-f many times

unt.il the shower st.ops. The total amount of l-ight produced in
arl- the layers of scintil-l-ator through which the shower passes

is proportionar to the energy of the particle incident on the
cal-orimeter" The light produced in the scintil_rator is
converted to an el-ectrical- signal by photomultipJ_ier tubes.

Therefore, a knowledge of the pMT's gain, linearity, and dark

current are essentíal for accurate energy calibration of the
calorimeter"

Recently, the use of depleted uraniun (DU) as an absorber

in the calorimeter has become popul-ar. DU offers the advantage

of being much more dense than lead (18.95 g/cm3 as compared

to 11.35 g/cm3 for tead), in addition to being srightly
radioactive" The background signal from the scintill_ator
caused by this radioactivity is useful in caribrating the

device as well- as monitori-ng the performance of the
photomuÌtiplier tubes over a J-ong period of time. rf the pMT

is responding to neutrons, then neutrons produced by the
passagie of secondary particles through the depleted uranium

courd affect its dark current. Therefore a thorough

understanding of the relationship of the pMTrs dark current
to incident neutron fl-ux is necessary to the operation of
these detectors"

The development of a fast neutron monitor with energy

discrimination wourd be extremely val-uable for use in



radiotherapy and medical- physics as a toot in helping to
reduce unnecessary neutron doses to staff and patients.
Treatment of tumours via radiologicar techniques has in the
past been accomplished using beams of electrons, x-raysr or
large ganma ray sources such .= óoco. Many hospitals have been

replacing these with nelÄ/ compact accelerators, while utilizing
their existing treatment areas. A nev/ accelerator often
provides photon and electron beams with energies g.reater than

10 MV which are above the threshold for neutron production

[MU86]. Also, studies have been conducted to investigate the
therapeutic use of high energy neutrons (energies greater than

2 Mev) as an al-ternative to electron and gamma ray sources

[8482]. Energy deposition resulting from the passage of fast
neutrons through living cerl-s and tissues causes a wj_de range

of biological effects. Experimental- evidence indicates that
these bioeffects are simirar to the effects induced by

electrons or gamma rays, and that the dose-effect
relationships generally show a larger rel-ative biologicar
effectiveness per unit dose of neutrons tBAg2l.

However, the shielding of hospitar personnel from

neutrons is much more difficul-t than for erectrons or g.amma

rays" Periodíc monitoring of both the irradiation zone and the
surrounding area for neutrons is essentiar. Due to the diverse
range of neutron sources avail-able, a reliable neutron monitor
is necessary which is sensj-tive to a wide range of neutron

energies 
"



L-2 Survey of Existing Neutron DetecLors

Neutrons are very difficult. to detect because they onry

interact el-ectromagneticalJ-y via their magnetic moment. They

interact via nuclear col-lisions which have have lower cross

sections than electromagnetic interactions. Detection of
neutrons depends upon being abre to observe the ionization
caused by secondary particles which have interacted with the

neutron. Existing neutron detectors may be categorized into
three groups: giaseous detectors, car-orimeters, and sol-id state
devices" Arthough neutron detectors are used in nucrear
physics experiments, practical application comes rnainly from

the field of medical physics.

ronization chambers farr under the heading of gaseous

detectors, and are used to determine absorbed dose, kerma, oy

time rates of these quantities for neutrons. Kerma is defined
as the quotient dE by dm, where dE is the sum of the initial
kinetic energiies of arr charged. particles liberated by

indirectry ionizing particles in a vol-ume erement of a

specif ic material, and dm is the mass of the vol-ume el_ement

lrc77J " ronization produced by secondary particJ-es is
collected over time to give a signal rel_ated to the total
neutron frux on the chamber" rdearly, the warl-s and the gas

of the chamber should be composed of the same type of material
(homogeneity) so that the frux spectrum of directry ionizing
particles produced by neutrons in the wal-l medium is not

5



modifíed by the gas cavíty Lrc77l" Arso, ân Ídeal- material
for such a chamber is one that is tissue equivarent, since the

measurement of neutron absorbed dose in tissue is what is of
concern in radiotherapy. Horarever, in practice, neither exact

matching to tissue nor exact homogeneity is usual-ly achieved

so corrections must be applied to measured values.

Proportional chambers work on the same princíple as

ionization chambers in that they rely on secondary ionizing
particles to detect neutrons. However, their primary advantage

is that they provide an electrical signar proportionar- in
rnagnitude to the total ionization caused in the gas cavity by

a singre event" Proportionality must be preserved for al-l-

sizes of pulses originating ín aIl parts of the cavity.
Therefore proportional chambers operate by accelerating the

electron from an ionized atom toward a smal-l centre electrode
fol-lowed by nultiprication in a smal-r region near this
electrode" Most proportional- chambers are cyrindrical in
shape, with the erectrode being a thin wire running al-ong the

axís of the cytinder" since the average energy for secondary

electrons generated by gamma rays is very much small-er than

for recoil particles produced by neutron interactionsrthe
proportional counter may be used to separate absorbed doses

attributable to gamma rays and to neutrons ltc77) "

calorimeters are another type of instrument for measuring

absorbed dose much in the same way particle physics

carorimeters measure the total energy of an incident particle"



The absorbing material should have the same atomic composition

as tissue for accurate dose measurements" The calorimeter
measures the total amount of heat produced due to the passage

of neutrons and ganma rays through it. However, the method is
too insensitive and cumbersome for routine use. Also,
calorimeters of this type suffers frorn thermal- defect, defined
as that fraction of energy absorbed from the bearn which does

not appear as heat but instead is dissipated in the form of
chemical changes or l-attice defects of the absorber lrc77l.
As a resurt, calorimeters have not found wide spread routine
use in radiotherapy. Another type of archival neutron

cal-orimeter which has been developed is the neutron bubbte

detector, where passage of a neutron resul-ts in the formation
of bubbl-es. The number of bubbles i-s directly proportional to
the energy of the neutron [SO8g] "

The next category of neutron detector is the sol-id state
device" These include photographic emulsions, scintifl_ation
devices, thermoluminescent devices, and semiconductor devices.

Photographic emul-sions give a guaritative picture of
neutron distribution in space, measure the absorbed dose of
g'amma rays which accompany neutrons, and provide a rough

method of neutron dosimetry by counting tracks of recoil
protons. They have the disadvantage that they are much ress

sensitive to neutrons than to gamma rays. Hohrever, sensitivity
to gamma rays accompanying neutrons can be reduced to zero by

inducing a distribution of radioactivity in a suitabl-e



mat.erial by a neutron beam, then adding the photographic plate
later to record the induced activity" Neutron radiography has

found more application in industry than in medicine ltc77).
A popular detector of this type is the cR-39, a sol-id state
nuclear track recorder made by pershore Mourdings Ltd.,
England [vüo85] "

The use of a liquid or solid orgianic scintirr-ator for
fast neutron dosimetry is based on the detection of recoil
nucrei in the material of the detector. since neutrons foose

energy most efficiently to protons, organic scintirl-ators
having high weight fractions of hydrogen are preferred.
However, the efficiency of organic scintill-ators for detecting
gamma rays is higher than for neutrons, thereby making it
necessary to use electronic pulse shape discrimination against
g.amma radiation to separate the effect of these two radiation
components. Despite various corrections required, the sorid
or liguid scintil-l-ator can be employed for neutron dosimetry

over the 0"5 20 MeV range ltc77l.
Thermol-uminescent devices are nainly used to measure the

activity of g:amma radiation associated with neutron sources.

The amount of ttglovrtt of a phosphor after an irradiation is
used to determine the total absorbed dose received by the

device. For accurate neutron dosimetry, the neutron

sensitivity of the phosphor must be known" This sensitivity
depends upon neutron energ'y and, possibly, the composition of
the container holding it lrc77l " Neutron dosimetry using this



techníque is very difficult"
semiconductor devices offer the advantage of high density

and low ionization potentiar which makes it possible to
construct dosimeters of very smal-l vol-ume" The most commonly

used semiconductor dosimeters are siticon junction devices.
rrradiation with fast neutrons wil-] produce permanent changes

in the crystaÌ structure of the semiconductor. The resulting
change in conductivity can be used as an indication of the
total neutron absorbed dose. since neutrons are much more

effective in producing permanent damage to the tattice
structure than gamma rays or erectrons, these detectors are

comparatively insensitive to the other types of radiatj_on

lrc77 I "

1--3 The Present Study

This study was performed using primary proton beams from

the university of Manitoba Accelerator centre's spiral Ridge

cyclotron facílity" The cyclotron is capable of providing
intense (up to 1-o pA) beams of protons between the energies

of 20 and 50 Mev" Mixed radiation fields consisting of
secondary protons, neutrons, and gamma rays were generated by

bombarding targets of beryJ-lium and depreted uranium with the

extracted protons from the cyclotron. Figure (1.1) is a layout
of the Accel-erator centrers cyclotron raboratory. rn this
study, bean rine c was used. The radiation production target



FTGURE (1.1)

University of Manitoba Accelerator Centre

Spiral Ridge Cyclotron Facitity
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v¡as located in a target chamber l-ocated rnidway between where

the beam enters the experimentar area and where it leaves" A

series of dipore and guadrupole magnet stations along the line
provide steering and focusing of the proton beam. The proton

beam j-s dumped into a Faraday cup to determine the beam

current. The location of the Faraday cup ten meters from the
production target herps in reducing the background due to
stoppage of the proton beam"

To investigate the behaviour of the dark current of a

photomultiplier tube in a mixed radiation field, âfl philips

model 2230 PMT was light sealed with bl-ack plastic tape and

mounted on an ORTEC model 265 base" Scintillation material was

not incorporated with the PMT assembry. The tube was biased

at a voltage of -2000 V"D"C. throughout the experiment. A

number of tubes hrere tested for this study. The philips tube

was chosen since it exhibited the most pronounced effect when

operated in the mixed radiation fields" Figure e.Z) is a

layout of the main components of this pMT" The phirips model

2230 is a L2 dynode, linear focused, head-on pMT. The

photocathode is made of an altoy with a very l_ow work

function. A photon incident on the photocathode ejects
erectrons via the photoelectric effect" These erectrons are

then accelerated through a potentiat difference to the first
dynode. Depending upon the design of the tube, each incident
electron may eject two to five electrons from the dynode.

These are then accelerated to the next dynode and the process

11



FTGURE (1"2)

Structural Design of the

Philips Model- 2230 Photomul-tiplier Tube
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repeats itsel-f" By the time the twerfLh dynode is reached.,

there may be l-06 or l-07 electrons for every erectron ejected

from the photocathode" These electrons are then col-lected at
an anode plate to produce a sj-gnal proportional- to the number

of photons incident on the photocathode" rt hras specurated

that neutrons interacting with the Be-cu dynodes hrere a source

of the observed increase in dark current.
The study was carried out in three stages" rn the first

experiment, to be known as the intensity study, the dependence

of the anode dark current on the intensity of the mixed

radiation f iel-d in which the pMT rnras operated v/as

investigated" Next, to determine the cause of the observed

increase j-n the dark current, the pulse height distribution
from the tube was observed in a number of different radiation
fietds. Finally, tiine-of-flight technigues hrere employed to
separate the contributions of the various components of the
radiation field.

1-3



CHAPTER 2 INTENSITY STUDY

2-1, Introduction

The aim of the experiment described in this chapter was

to determine the response of a pMT exposed to a mj_xed

radiation field containing neutrons as a function of the
intensity of the fierd. The experiment v/as conducted using

five different energy proton beams incident on a thin Be

target (23.5 +/- 0.9 mq¡cm?¡. Neutrons hrere produced via the
og" (p, n) 98 reaction. The experi-mental- resul-ts were then

compared to predicted increases in pMT dark current based on

neutron induced reactions with the berylrium in the dynodes

of the PMT. The release of o-particles in these reactions
produced electrons available for multiprication in the dynode

chain. This would l-ead to an increase in the dark current
which hras proportional- to the number of neutrons incident on

the PMT.

2-2 Experimental procedure

The experiment ü/as carried out on beam l-ine c at the

university of Manitoba Accel-erator centre. A thin beryrlium
target (pt : 23 "5 +/- 0.9 mg¡cm?¡ hras mounted in a f ifty
centirneter diameter target chamber and bombarded with beams

of protons of five different energies: 2L.3, 26"O, 33.7, 39.Sl

L4



and 48"0 Mev. The PMT was placed on the downstream side of the
charnber one meter from the neutron production target at 4s

degrees to the proton beam direction" The rayout of the
experiment, is shown in figure (2"L) " The proton beam current
T¡¡as measured using a biased Faraday cup located approximately

10 meters downstream of the target chamber"

To perform the intensíty study, the proton beam current
on target as measured by the Faraday cup, was varied from 1

to 550 nA. rt r^ras not possible to vary the beam current
through this ful-l rangie for al-l- of the proton energies used.

The unamplified PMT anode current lras fed into a Keithley
model 61oR electrometer" As the beam current was changed, the

PMT anode current was recorded frorn the anarog output of the

erectrometer. v'Iith no beam on the Be target, the dark current
of the PMT was l-ess than 1 nA.

operati-on of the cyclotron without extracted beam raised
the dark current of the PMT to 5 nA due to RF interference.
Due to the hígh povrer and high frequency of the RF system, RF

leakage into the laboratory is unavoidable" This leakage can

result in a five volt, zg"2g MHz signar froating around the

area, which is easily picked. up by electronic equipment. rt
is this pick-up of RF leakage which causes the pMT dark

current to increase to 5 nA"

15



FïGURE Q.r)
Experimental- Arrangement for the

Intensity Study
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2-3 Resul-ts

Figures (2"2) (2"6) are plots of the pMT dark current versus

Faraday cup current for incídent prot.on energies of 2r.3,
26.or 33.7 r 39.5, and 48"0 Mev respectively. A 10å uncertainty
in the value of the beam current !ìras used in order to
incorporate the uncertainty in the catibration error of the

Faraday cüp, and error due to beam losses along the ten meter

distance between the Faraday cup and the chamber. A 5å error
in the PMT current r¡/as due to uncertainty in reading the

electrometerrs analog scale. Note that there seems to be a

strongi linear correlation between the pMTts dark current and

the beam current on target. For arl five of the proton beam

energies used, the dark current of the pMT has i-ncreased into
the microampere range.

2-4 Determínation of the Neutron FIux at the pMT

The prinary source of neutrons used in this study is via
the ne"(prn)eB reaction. The calculation of the number of
neutrons incident per second on the dynodes is hampered by the

lack of cross section data for this reaction above Eo: 25 MeV

and at a raboratory angle of 45 degrees. Most of the work done

above 25 Mev is in connection i^¡ith medical physics. However,

interest in this area is l-irnited to totar- neutron doses and

neutron yields from thick Be targets, with no angiular

L7



FrcuRE (2"2) (2"6)

Plots of the PMT Dark Current vs.

Faraday Cup Current for incident
proton energies of 2L.3, 26.0, 33.7 |

39"5, and 48.0 MeV respectively
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distributions investigated. Arso, there is very little higher
energ'y data [sr87 ] " A number of approximations based on

availabte data can be made however.

The cross sections for 22"8 Mev protons at both 30

degrees (lab) and 45 degrees (rab) for the oe"(p,n)eB reaction
are [C475]:

oo,n(3Oo,22.8 MeV) : 3.7 +/- O.2 mb/sr

oo,n(45o,22.8 MeV) : o.75 +/- o.os mb/sr

Clough et aI. [CL7O] report the cross sectj_ons

with an incident energy of 30 MeV and 50 MeV and

(lab) to be:

for
30

protons

degrees

oo,n(3oor3o Mev)

oo,n(3oor5o Mev)

2.5 +/- 0.5 nb/sr

I.O +/- O.2 mb/sr

From Ehe 22.8 Mev cross sections, it is possibl_e to cal-cufate

a scaling factor in going from 30 degrees (Iab) to 45 degrees

(Iab). ArLhough it might be expected that the cross section
angular distribution wourd peak forward at higher energ.ies,

application of this same scaling factor to the 3o degree (lab)
cross secLion for 3o Mev and 50 Mev shourd be a good

approximation. The angular dependence of the cross sections
for the "c(p,.r) reaction in this energy range show that this
is a val-id approximation IRA8o]. The 13c nucreus is essentiarry
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three e-particles plus a neutron, whereas 9Be nucleus is two

a-particles plus a neutron. The cross sections at 4s degrees

(lab) at these enerqies can be est.imated to be:

The cross sections at 4s degrees (rab) at the energies

of 22-8, 30, and 50 Mev were then fit to a straight l-ine to
estj-mate the cross sections for the proton energies used in
this experiment. These cross sections are summarj-zed in Table

r and protted in Figure (2.7). The 1 Mev uncertainty in the
proton energy is due to the energy spread of the beam. This
energy spread is due to the extraction method used in removing

protons from the cyclotron" rnstead of extracti_ngi ions in one

particular orbit in the cyclotron, and therefore one energy,

rnultiple neighboring orbits are removed, yieJ-ding a spread in
the energy of the protons.

The cross sections found in Tabre r may now be used to
calcurate the number of neutrons per second incid.ent on the
PMT"

The equation to be used j_s:

N : oo,n x o x pt x NA/ABe x ø x A

op,n(45or 3o Mev)

or,n(45o ,50 MeV)

N : neutrons per second

20

O"5l +/- 0.1-1 rnb/sr

o "2O +/- O " 04 mb/sr

(2 .a)

where



ProLon Energy
(Mev)

2r"3 +/- 1.0
26"0 +/- 1"0
33"7 +/- t_.0
39"5 +/- 1.0
48"0 +/- l-"0

oo.n at 45o
nb/sr

o"75 +/-
o"66 +/-
o.5L +/-
0.3e +/-
o "22 +/-

( lab)

0"10
0. 11
0. 11
o.12
0"1_3

Tabl-e I cross Sections at 45o (Iab) for eBe(p,n)eB

op,n : cross section at 45o (Iab)

f) = sol-id angle at the dynodes

pt : Be target thickness

@ : proton fl_ux

A : proton beam cross-sectional area

The proton fl-ux is in units of protons/s1cmz. The cross-
sectional area of the beam on the target was l- cm2. This then

gives @xA (:þ) in units of protons/second, or effectivery the

beam current. This is equivalent to treating the production

target as a point source of neutrons as viewed by the pMT. The

calculation al-so uses the solid angle subtended by a dynode

with a cross sectional- area of approximetly two square

centimeters.

The thickness of the Be production target in this
experirnent was (23"s +/- 0.9) mg(cmz. The resul-ts of the

calculations are:
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FrcuRE (2.7)

Cross Sectj-ons at 45o (lab)

for the oe"(p,n)eB Reaction
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(2 .2)

For a 1 nA proton bearn, there are 6.24 x lOe protons per

second hitting the target" The Faraday cup current from

Fi-gures (2 " 2) (2 " 6) may be converted into neutrons per

second scattered to the PMT with the use of equations (2.2).
The oe"(p,n)eB reaction has a e-va1ue of -1.9 MeV.

Therefore, given an incident proton energy Ep, the most energy

the neutron may emerge with j-s (Ep-1.9) Mev. Neutron spectra

from lower energy oe"(prn)eB reactions [8A69] indicate that
excited states of eB contribute significantty to the energy

spectrum of the emitted neutron. rncluding both a e-value
correction and a correction for the participation of excited
nuclear states, the average energy of the neutrons seen by the

PMT have been gíven a value of 5 +/- 1 Mev l-ower than the
incident proton energy. The energies of the neutrons incident
on the PMT become: l_6.3, 2I.Ot 29.7 r 34.5, and 43.0 MeV, each

with an uncertainty of I"4 MeV. Using equations (2.2), the

number of neutrons incident per second on the pMT was

calculated" A least sç[uares fit to the data was performed to
determine the amount of col-l-ected. charge at the anode per

incident neutron" since there are large uncertainties in both

N(21"3 MeV)

N (26. 0 MeV)

N(33.7 MeV)

N(3e"5 MeV)

N(48"0 MeV)

(2.36 +/- 0"3e)

(2"07 +/- 0.40)

(1"58 +/- 0"38)

(r"22 +/- 0"3e)

(0"6e +/- 0"41_)

x 10-10

x 10-10

x l-o-10

x 10-10

x 10-10

xB
xB
xB
xB
xB
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the neutron flux and the PMT current, a parameter search

technigue rnras employed to determine the best fit straight rine
(see [LY86] for details) " The resul-ts of this cal-culatj-on are

given in Tabl-e II "

Table II Col-l-ected Charge per Incident Neutron

Neutron Energy
(+/- 1-"4) MeV

l-6"3
2L. O

28 "7
34 "5
43.0

Observed Charge
nC/neutron

16"0 +/- 0.6
27"8 +/- 1_.3
38.2 +/- 3"3
26.4 +/- 3.8
s0"4 +/- L4"6

2'5 calcul-ation of an Expected pMT current due to Neutrons

2-5"I Introduction

Assuming a portion of the increase in dark current of the

photomultiprier tube is due to neutrons produced via the
on"(p,n)eB reaction , it is possible to suggest a mechanism

by which the neutrons are interacting with the pMT. Among the

reactions which night occur are the eee1n,2n)2a. type reactions
where the neutrons interact with the beryllium in the Be-cu

a1loy dynodes of the PMT" This reaction proceeds via a number

of paths" Among the most important of these channel-s would be:
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n + 9Be -->

n+9Be-->n

9Be" --> n

+ 88"

+n+
n+n

n+
+n

2a

+ 20,

lfhi]e this reaction is proceeding, excj-ted l-evel-s of either
eBe or 88" can be producedr âs werl as the ground state of
8Be. All- of these intermediate states decay with the emission

of two o-particl-es " vühen an o-particl-e moves within a dynode,

it ionizes the nearby atoms. These changes of state are caused

by the electromagnetic force, which can give a sharp impurse

to a valence el-ectron as the o-partì-cre rnoves by. The energy

gain of the electron represents a l-oss of kinetic energy by

the c-particle, so it wil-l eventually stop. The energy

transfer to the positive heavy ions rel_eased in ionization is
negligible tEN66l. rt is this freeing of valence electrons
which courd cause an increase in the pMTrs dark current due

to their availability for multiprícation in the dynode chain
(see section 1-3).

2-5"2 Cross Section for the eeeln,Zn) Reaction

To carcul-ate an expected increase ín pMT current due to
the eBeln,2n)2a. reaction, the cross sections must be known

for the neutron energies of interest. unfortunatery a thorough

search of the l-iterature fail-ed to turn up any data concerning

this reaction for energies above 14 Mev. catron et al-. [cA61]
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reported the eBe(nr2n) cross section at 1-4.i- MeV to be:

on,zn (I4"I Mev) : O"52 +/- O"O4 barns

Bubb et al- " IBTJT 4I measured the total- neutron cross sections

for eBe for energies between 20 and 45 Mev. The cross sections

for the eBeln,zn¡ reaction might be expected to forr-ow the

same shape at energies above 14 Mev as the total- neutron cross

sections. once a neutron is removed from the 9Be nucì-eus,

there are effectively two o-particl-es remaining. since it is
very difficult to remove a neutron from an o-particle,
contributions to the total neutron cross section from (nr 3n) ,

(nr4n), and higher order reactions would not be expected to
play as great a role as the (n,2n) reaction. Tabl_e III is a

l-ist of the total neutron cross sections between 20 45 Mev

as reported by Bubb et al-.

TabLe III Neutron Cross Sectíons (Bubb et aI.)

Neutron Energy
(Mev)

20 "7
24.5
22.9
28. 3
29 "1,
35 "2
37 "3
43 "9
44.2

Tota1 Cross-section
(barns)

1" 335 +/- 0.01_8
3,"29O +/- 0.013
1.30 +/- 0. 03
l-. l-55 +/- 0. 014
1,.L2 +/- 0.04
1. 05 +/- O. 03
0.942 +/- 0.007
0 " 880 +/- 0. 007
0.90 +/- o.07
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A weighted l-east. squares fit to a straight l-ine was

performed on this data" Figure (2"8) summarizes the totaf
cross sections and the least squares fit to the data.

using this fit to the Bubb data, the total neutron cross

sections T¡/ere cal-culated at r4"L Mev and the five neutron

energies (see section 2-4) used in this experiment" Tabre rv
Iists these total neutron cross sections"

Table IV Total Neutron Cross Sections on eBe

As mentioned earlier, the cross sections for the geeln,zn¡

reaction above ]-4"I MeV were assumed to follow the total cross
sections" As a result, the cross sections for the 9Be1n,2n)

reaction at 16"3t 27-.ot 28.7, 34.s, and 43.0 Mev ürere

estimated by scaling the total neutron cross section at each

energy by o(n,zn)/ororut for 1,4.1 MeV. The errors associated with

Neutron Energy
(Mev)

L4 "L
16.3
2L.O
28 "7
34.5
43"O

Tota1 Cross-sections
(barns)

1,"423 +/- 0.041
t_.38L +/- 0.039
1,.29l. +/- 0.037
t_.l_38 +/- O.032
1,.024 +/- O.O29
0.87r +/- 0.025
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FïcuRE (2"8)

Total Neutron Cross Sections on 98"

between the Energies of L4 and 43 MeV
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the ca]cuf ated (nr 2n) cross sections result from add.ing in
guadrature the errors of the total- cross section resul_ts and

the 1-4"1- Mev (n,2n) result" Tabte v rists these results.

Tabl-e V Calculated eBe(nr2n) Cross Sections

2-5.3 Calculation of pMT Current

An expected PMT current can now be cal_cul_ated based on

a contribution frorn the eBeln,zn¡ reaction. As discussed

earl-ier, this reaction can produce excited states of BBe and
oB", as well as the ground state BBe, arl of which decay into
two a-particres" once again, this calcuration is harnpered by

the lack of cross section data above i-4 Mev. At 14 MeV,

approximately one-third of the cross section of the (n,2n)

reaction on eBe resul-ts in the production of eBe in a 2 .43 Mev

excited state tLA66l " This exci-ted state decays into two o-
particles and one neutron, with the energy of the neutron
being less than 1- Mev tHo69l. The remaining two-thirds of the

Neut" Energy
(Mev)

l-6"3
2r"o
28 "7
34.5
43. O

eBeln,2n¡ Cross-secLion
(barns)

0"505 +/- o"o44
o.472 +/- 0.041
o.41,6 +/- 0.036
o.374 +/- 0.032
0"318 +/- 0"028
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reactions result in a 88" nucl-eus reft in either the ground

stat.e or Lhe 2"94 Mev first excited state. BB" in the ground

state is unstable and guickry decays into two a-partic]-es,
each with 46 kev of energy [Jo53, To49] " The first excited
state of 8Be decays by the emission of two o-particles, each

with an average energy of r"47 Mev [LE7B] " Because rerative
population of l-evels for this reaction above 14 MeV are not
availabre, it i-s not known what fraction of the o-particres
emitted originate from a particular state. For the purposes

of the calcuration, each neutron interacting with the dynode

of the PMT will be assumed to produce two o-particres, each

with an energy of approximately l- Mev. This wil-l be assumed

for al-l- f ive of the incid.ent neutron energies.

using the cross sections from Table v, the reaction
probability for the eBe 

1n, zn¡ reaction can be calcul-ated

using:

P:on,2nxptxNo/Ar" (2.3)

where i on,zn is the reaction cross

pt is the target thickness

NA ís Avagadrots number of
Ar" is the atomic weight of

section from Tabl-e V

atoms

bery1J-ium

One of the

removed to

dynodes from

measure itrs
an expired Philips model ZZ3O was

density. The Be-Cu aIloy which
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comprises the dynode was determined to have a density of

Parroy - 8.4 +/- 0"1- g/cm3

To estimate the fraction of the Be in a d.ynode, the forlowing
equations hrere used:

Psufs"*Pcrfrr:Pattoy

(2 .4)

fr"*frr:1

where fr" and f., are the fractions of Be and cu in the dynode

(unknown) and pr" and psu are their respective densitj_es. From

this carcuration it was found. that Be comprised approximately
7.52 of the dynode, giving an effective Be target thickness
of

pt : I"4 +/- O.Z mg¡cmz (per d.ynode)

Based on the cross sections and the dynode thickness, the
probability for interaction per incident neutron was

carcurated" These are l-isted in Tabl-e vr at each of the
incident neutron energies.

For each neutron which does interact with a dynode, it
is assumed that two a-particles are produced, each with an

energy of 1 Mev. The energy of the e-particle is dissipated
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Neutron Energy
(Mev)

l_6"3
21,"O
28.7
34 "5
43.0

Probab i l- ityl_neutron
(x 10-t)

4.7 +/- 0"8
4.4 +/- O "73"9 +/- O"7
3.s +/- o"6
3.O +/- O"s

Table VI Interaction probability per Neutron

through el-ectromagnetic interactions with val-ence electrons
present in the dynode material-. These electrons are removed

from their atomic shell-s, resurting in free el-ectrons that are

available for multiplication in the dynode chain.
Approximatety 2 ev is requi-red to remove a val_ence electron
in Becu trc79l " since each o-parti-cle has 1 Mev of energy to
dissipate, it can produce 5 x 105 electrons, For the purposes

of this carculation, it will be assumed that (Bo +/- zo)e" of
these el-ectrons wirl- result in a signal at the anode.

Combining these resul-ts with the probability of an interaction
per incident neutron found in Table vr, the expected number

of electrons produced per incident neutron hrere cal-cul-ated

(Tab1e VIr) .

The results summarized in Table vrr are the expected

number of electrons produced per incident neutron per dynode

of the PMT. However, the pMT can be consid.ered as 12 targets,
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Neutron Energy
(Mev)

t_6"3
21,"O
28.7
34 "s
43.O

e-/neutron
(x 1o')

3.8 +/- 1"1
3"5 +/- l-.1
3"1, +/- O"e
2.8 +/- 0"8
2.4 +/- O"7

Tabl-e VII Electrons Produced per Incident Neutron

since there are 12 dynodes comprising the chain (Figure

(1.2))" The anode signaÌ resurting from the tiberation of a

valence electron from its atomic shel-l- in a particular dynode

will- depend upon where along the chain the dynode is l-ocated.

El-ectrons produced near the photocathode end of the chain wil_l_

have a greater multiprication due to the rarger number of
dynodes its rnurtiplied electrons interact with. The gain of
the tube at -2ooo v" D. c" is 3 x ao7 , giving an el-ectron

multipJ-ication factor per dynode of 4.2. Therefore el_ectrons

produced in the nth dynode are swept to the (n-l)th dynode,

giving the number of el-ectrons collected at the anode to be

4.2n-1 .

Therefore, if each dynode produces T electrons per

incident neutron (from Tabre vrr), then the accumul-ated charge

at the anode wil-I be:
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E(4"2n-1 x T) e /neutron (2"5)

where the summation is over n varying from 1 to 12 " Tabl_e vrrr
summarizes the results of this calculation.

Tabl-e VIII Anode Charge per Incident Neutron

2-6 Discussion

Tabl-e IX summarizes the experimentally deterrnined anode

charge per neutron as calculated in section 2-4. A]_ong with
these resurts is listed the predicted accumulated charge per

neutron cal-culated in section 2-5.3.

Figure (2.9) is a plot of this data. Note that the
predicted charge per neutron is decreasing with increasing
neutron energy" This is opposite to what is happening in the

experiments, where anode charge is i-ncreasíng at higher
neutron energies" This suggests that, other contributions to

34

Neutron Energy
(Mev)

16"3
2L"O
28 "7
34.5
43"0

nC/neutron

0.03 6 +/- o.010
0.033 +/- 0.01-O
0.029 +/- 0.008
0. 02 6 +/- o. oo7
0 " 023 +/- 0. 007



Table IX Comparison of predicted and Observed
Charge

the increase in dark current may be present and have a greater
effect at higher energies.

From comparison of the predicted pMT current with the
observed current, the carculation based on neutrons

interacting with the Be in the dynodes yields a result which

is between o.o4-0.232 of the experimentalry determined

current, depending upon the energy of the incident neutrons.

This comparison suggests two conclusions. First, it indicates
a different contribution to the PMT dark current for different
neutron energies. rt is precisely this variation in response

which is required to develop a fast neutron monitor which can

be cal-ibrated to detect a wide energy range of neutrons.

secondly, it shows that neutron induced reactions with the

berylliun in the dynodes cannot account for the entire
increase in the dark current. A survey of possibte reaction
mechanisms i nvol-vi ng neutrons on the copper in the dynodes

E
n

MeV

16. 3
2I"O
28 "7
34.5
43"O

Predicted Charge
nC/neutron

0"036 +/- 0"010
0.033 +/- 0.01-0
o"o29 +/- 0"008
o"026 +/- 0"007
0.023 +/- 0"007

Observed Charge
nC/neutron

16"o +/- 0"6
27"8 +/- 1"3
38.2 +/- 3.3
26"4 +/- 3"8
50"4 +/- L4"6
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FïcuRE (2 "e)
Comparison of the experimental results with

the predicted val-ues for the charge accumulated

at the PMT anode per incident neutron
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fail-s t.o provide a comparable mechanism to the Be reactions.
For instance, âÍt (n,2n) reaction on ó3cr, leaves ózcu which p-

decays in 9.73 minutes" Beta particres are much l-ess ionizing
than a-particl-es" There are no o-particle decays in any of the

excited states or ground states of any isotope of copper.

rt is possible to propose a number of mechanisms which

may be responsibre for the increased dark current over and

above the n-Be processes. A proton scattered from the
production target striking the PMT's glass envelope wourd

result in scintillati-on of the material-. since the
photocathode is abl-e to detect smal-1 numbers of photons

efficiently, the scintill-ation light coul-d be detected. Gamma

rays produced in the target chamber courd interact with the

glass envelope of the PMT or materiar in front of the pMT,

producing secondary erectrons which in turn produce cerenkov

light in the glass as they are decel_erated. Final]y, both

neutrons and ganma rays could induce reactions in other

structural- material of the pMT besides the dynodes and the

glass enveJ-ope"

One other possible source for the dark current
enhancement is reactions involving the boron in the glass

envelope of the PMT" Reactions on boron producing charged

particles in the glass coul-d produce scintil-lation light, thus

contributing to the dark current enhancement. Also, boron has

a very high thernar neutron cross section, so a portion of the

background in the area courd be caused by neutrons which have
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lost most of their energy scatterj-ng about the experimental_

area.

The actual- processes involved in the detect.ion of
protons, neutrons, or gailma rays are not important for the

development of a neutron monitor" Irlhat is important is to
determine whether or not neutrons are actuatry being detected.

rf they are being detected, then their contribution to the
increase in the dark current must be determined.
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CHAPTER 3 PULSE HEIGHT STUDY

3-i- Introduction

As discussed in section 2-6, there are a number of
mechanisms which may contribute to the observed increase in
the PMT dark current" Although neutrons are not the sol_e

contributors to the increase in the dark currentr âs proton

and gamma ray interactions are also present, neutrons may

account for 0.04-0 "232 of the enhancement. The development of
a fast neutron detector relies on being able to separate the

neutron contribution to the enhanced dark current from other
contributions. rn the purse height studies described in this
section, the PMT r/ùas exposed to various types of radiation
fields in an attempt to deduce rikely contributors to the

observed increase in dark current and to d.etermi,ne their
reratíve contributions to the effect. Although it is not
possible to irradiate the pMT with a pure neutron field
without including some g'amma rays, mixed f iel-ds containing
neutrons and gamma rays, as well as fietds containingi protons,

neutrons and gamma rays are usefur" The use of pure gamma

sources also aids in the determination of the factors invol-ved

in the dark current enhancement.
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3-2 The Experiment

For the pulse height study, the Iíght seal_ed pMT ûras

irradiated using the same geometry as in the intensity study,

that is the PMT v/as placed one meter from the production

target at 45 degrees downstream along the proton beam

direction" rn addit.ion to using the thin Be target (23.5

mq¡cmz¡, a thick (s.7 g/cmz) target of depleted uranium (DU)

$/as used in generating the radiation fields" The depteted

uraniun consisted of approximately ggz 23Bt¡ and less than one

percent 235TJ. A smalI amount of e3Nb was arso present to give
the DU structurar integrity. The energy of the incj_dent

protons on target ï¡/as 40 Mev. Also, a 60co gamma source $/as

used to irradiate the pMT in a pure gamma ray fiel_d.

Figure (3.1) shows a schematic of the el-ectronics used

in this experiment. when biased at -2ooo v.D.c, the ri-se time

of the PMTrs anode signal hras on the order of two nanoseconds,

with a totar pulse width of approximately fifty nanoseconds.

Because this is a very fast signal, the anode pulse was first
amprified using a timing fil-ter arnprifier. This amprifier had

a gain of 20, but more importantfy, the pulse vras shaped to
provide a more manageable signal for other subsequent

electronic components. The purse was then passed through a

linear gate and stretcher and, finaIly, amplified by a

spectroscopy arnplifier. The pMTrs maximum anode voltage after
anpJ-ification was approximately eiqht volÈs.
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FTGURE (3"1)

Schematic Diagram of the Etectronics

used in the Pul-se Height Study
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The final arnplified signal was fed. into a CAMAC analog-

to-digital convertor (ADc). The ADC signal was then processed

and stored in the form of a purse height spectrum on a Digital
vAX rr/75o computer usíng the data acquisition program xsys

[GoBl-]" Àdditional software provided. total run tj-me scalars
as well as a total_ beam current record"

For thj-s experiment, an in-Iine beam current monitor was

installed 0"5 meters upstream of the production target. The

beam monitor v/as required because the DU target was thick
enougih to compretely stop the proton beam, making a current
measurement using the Faraday cup unfeasible. The monitor

consísted of a thin al-uminum foil with two accererat.ing grids
on either side if it" Electrons driven off the al-uminum by the

passage of the proton beam rÂrere col-lected on the grids to
provide a signal proportional to the beam current. The beam

monitor was caribrated against the Faraday cup reading and

indicated approxinately one third of the beam current measured

by the Faraday cup" The signal from the beam rnonitor hras

integrated by a Brookhaven Instruments Corporation Model lOOO

electrometer, which produced a digitar signal that hras read

into a CAMAC scalar" Software processed the scalar information

to record the total beam current on target for the run.
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3-3 Resufts

3-3 " 1 Qua1j-tative Comparison of the pulse Height Spectra

The six pulse height spectra obtained in this study are

shown in figure (3"2). The pulse height at channel 2oo

corresponds to the approximatel-y eight volt maximum from the
anplified PMT signal. For the purposes of comparison only,
each of the pulse heíght spectra have had the pulse height
channel- with the most counts normal-ised to one, with atr other
channels being scaled by the same factor. comparj-son of these

six spectra provides some insight into the processes invol-ved

in each of the production targets, âs wer-r as an indication
how the PMT responds to the fields created in each instance.

Figure (3.2(a)) represents a background pulse height
spectrum from the PMT operating in the background radiation
field present in the experimental area" The experimental_ area

is in a shierded vault t-o meters berow ground, providing some

reduction of the background radiation from cosmic rays to
insignificant level-s" The resurting pulse height spectrum is
a spectrum due to environmental g'anma rays present in the
area. This background spectrum l¡/as taken after the other pulse

height spectra were taken, and. with no beam present in the
area, so it represents the background in the experimentar area

caused by the production of short lifetime radioisotopes in
Lhe earl ier runs - Hnu¡er¡er the PMT is suf f iciently iso]ated
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FrcuRE (3 "2)

Comparison of the Pul-se Height Spectra for
Various Experimental- Conf iguratíons

(a) Room Background

(b) óoco camma source

(c) 40 MeV protons on Be

(d) Be Target with the Lead Filter
(e) 4O MeV protons on Depleted Uranium

(f) Depleted Uranium with the Lead Filter
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from its environment that the background at the pMT j-s not

very large (approximately 1"5 events per second) "

Figure (3.2 (b) ) is the pulse heíght spectrum from the pMT

when irradiated by a óOco qamma source, This represents a pure

g,amma source spectrum" Comparison of f igures ( 3 . 2 (a) ) and

( 3 " 2 (b) ) shows sinilarities in the turo gamma ray induced

spectra; most notabÌy is the dramatic drop of the higher pulse

height tair. The simirarities of these two figures wourd

suggest that spectra with larger pulse height components than

these two garnma spectra would like1y have contributions from

other particres interacting with the pMT. rt should be noted

here that the energies of the gamma rays in these two spectra

are comparable. Both represent g'amma rays emitted in a

radioactive decay, and therefore their energies are in the kev

to low MeV range. vühile some of the gamma rays produced in
nuclear reactions will be in the same energy range, higher
energy giamma rays are also possible with nuclear reactions.

Figure (3"2(c) ) is the putse height spectrum of the pMT

operated in the radiation fÍeld produced by bombarding the

thin Be target (23"5 +/- o"9) mg¡cmz with 40 Mev protons. Note

that this r^ras the same f ield irradiating the pMT for the

intensity studies" This spectrum indicates a noticeabl-e shift
to higher purse heights than the gamma spectra of figures
(3.2(a)) and (3"2(b))" Because the thickness of the Be target
is smal-l- in comparison to the rang:e of a 40 MeV proton in
beryrl-iun (t.8 g/cmz), a portion of the observed spectrum may
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be attributable to protons striking the pMT after being

scattered from the production target" In particular, a

significant amount of scintíllation within the glass enverope

near the photocathode end of the PMT rnight be present due to
these protons.

A proton beam incj-dent on the thin Be target produces a

radiatíon field consisting of garnma rays, neutrons (from the
0""(prn)eB reaction), and scattered protons. To obtain a

radiation field consisting of only g'amma rays and neutrons,

it. was necessary to el-iminate the proton content of the fiel-d.
A 4. 09 g/cmz thick l-ead foil was placed at the target chamber,

between the production target and the pMT" The solid angle

covered by this lead foil- was larger than the sol-id angle

covered by the PMT" since the range of a 40 Mev proton in read

is approximately 3.45 g/cmz, this foil was able to filter the
protons from the fierd. Figure (3.2(d) ) is the purse height
spectrum obtained from the PMT when it was irradiated in this
configuration" compared to the spectrum when there h/as no l-ead

filter present (3.2(c)), there is a shift to lower pulse

heights in this spectrum" Notice that a higher purse height
tail not present in the pure gamma spectra of figures (:.2 (a) )

and (3"2(b)) remains" since the radiation field the pMT is
operating in is predominantly ganma rays and neutrons, it is
probable that the higher pulse height tail is due to neutron

interactions with the PMT" Since the peak of figure (3.2(d))
ì c 'l n¡=fa¡l =# =nnp^-.| natal tr #L^ *^^.:.1-.: ^- ^^ !L ^r- ¡^-^¿e ¿vvqves qu qy¡/lv^rlllqusÀJ url'g ÞO,lltE }JLrÞrLJ-LJtr ClÞ Ll,l,E: Pc:ctjt tU!
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the garnma ray sources, gamma interactions may be providing a

larger part of the signal than neuLrons. Hov¡ever neutron

interactions with the PMT cannot be ruled out as being

insignificant at this poi-nt"

In order to be sure that the proton content of the

radiatj-on fierd has been removed and is not contributing to
the pulse height spectrum of figure (3"2(d)), the thin Be

production target !ìras replaced with the thick (5 "7 g/ cmz)

depleted uranium target" since the rang'e of a 40 Mev proton

in DU is approximately 3.7 g/cmz, this target was abl-e to stop

all the protons incident upon it" The cross-sectional- area of
the DU target Ì¡/as much larger than the area of the proton

beam" The resurting radiation fiel-d consisted of gamma rays

and neutrons from both fission reactions and nuc]ear

sparration caused by the protons. The resulting pulse height
spectrum is shovrn in figure (3.2(e)). Note that the overal-l-

shape of this pulse height spectrum is similar to the Be

spectrum obtained with the lead filter in place. The same DU

target was run with the lead filter present, with the

resulting purse height spectrum shown in figure (3.2(f) ) . This

purse height spectrum shows no significant differences in
shape compared to figure (3.2(e) )"

rt must be re-emphasized here that all spectra have been

normal-ized for comparison in shape only; no attempt has yet

been made to normal-ize the spectra to beam current or

collection time in order to compare, for instance, the areas
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under the curves"

Comparison of figures (3.2 (d) ) , (3 "2(e) ) , and (3 " 2 (f) )

indicates that the pulse height spectrum from the pMT

operating in radiation fields consistíng of both gamma rays

and high energy neutrons has a definite characteristic shape.

vühether or not part of this spectrum is due to neutrons

remains to be determined"

3-3 " 2 Analysis of the Pul_se Height Spectra

From calcul-ations performed in the intensity study, it
was demonstrated that neutron ind.uced reactions on 98" l-ikely
account for only 0"04-0.232 of the observed increase in the

PMTrs dark current. comparison of the síx pulse height spectra

in figure (3.2), showed that proton, neutron, and giamma ray
interactions are all possible contributors. vühat must now be

determined is if the predicted current due to neutronsr âs

carculated in the intensity study, is cl-ose to being the
correct fraction of the observed current. These calcul-ations

will be based sorely on observed resul-ts. Recall- that both

the pulse height study and the intensity study vrere performed

using the same geometricar set-up. At present no attempt is
being made to account for different gianma ray and neutron

efficiencies of the PMT in the calcul-ations. Al-so, since the
background purse height spectrum is smal1 (event rate of
approximately l-.5 events per second) compared io the oiher
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pulse height spectra (350-1300 events per second) its
contribution to a particular spectrum has been ignored. At 4o

MeV, the percentage of predicted current due to neuLrons to
the observed current is O.i"O +/- O"03 percent.

Figure (3"3) is a comparison of the DU pulse height
spectra, where each has been normal-ised to incident beam

current and collection time" As demonstrated earlier, the
spectra from proton bombardment of DU consist of only gamma

ray and neutron interactions" Notice that the introduction of
the lead fil-ter between the pMT and the production tarqet has

reduced the gamma ray and neutron signar by a factor of 0.53.

The attenuation factor of 0.53 vras obtained by comparing the

areas under the two respective curves. rt was found that this
same reduction factor hras applicable to the spectra on a

channel- to channel basis. rnteractions producing larger purse

heights hrere being attenuated by the same amount as smal_ler

pulse height interactions. This lends credibiJ-ity to the

argument that both neutron and gamma ray interactions are

contributing to the pulse height spectrum" rf the purse height
spectrum was due to gamma ray interactions onry, it would be

expected that the attenuation of the signal by the lead filter
woul-d be different at different ganma ray energies, that is,
at dj-fferent purse heights" The signal would be attenuated

more at higher pulse heights since the mass absorption
coefficient for ganma rays in lead increases for energies

above 3 MeV [EN66] " rf neutrons are contributing to the pulse
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FïcuRE (3"3)

Comparison of the DU Normal_ised pul_se

Height Spectra with and without the Lead

Fil-ter present
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heíght spectrum, and if they produce some of the 1arger puJ_se

heights, then their signal may be conspiring to keep the

attenuation factor constant at these larger pulse heights"

This is because the lead foil- onry filters a few percent of
the neutrons incident upon it IALBB] "

Since the lead filter attenuates equalty along the entire
range of pulse height, the same attenuation factor was applied

to the pulse heíght. spectrurn for the thin Be target (figure
(3"2(d)))" Figure (3"4) is a comparison of Be pulse height
spectra with and without the lead filter, where each has been

norrnal-ised with respect to beam current and coll-ection time.

Notice that the introduction of the read filter has

drasticarry reduced the pulse height spectrum" Apprying the

attenuation factor to the firtered Be spectrum allows a

determination of the fraction of the unfiltered spectrum due

to gamma rays and neutrons. comparing the areas of the two

spectra, after the firtered Be spectrum has been corrected for
attenuation, yierds a resurt that approximately 4"72 of the

unfiltered spectrum is due to ganma rays and neutrons. The

remaining 95"3å is probabry due to proton induced

ínteractions" It is irnportant to remember that the unfiltered
Be spectrum represents the field in which the pMT hras operated

in for the intensity stud.ies, allowing direct comparison

betv¡een the resurts of the two studies. From the i-ntensity
study, ât the incident proton energy of 40 MeV, it v/as

concluded tha+ t^ 1rì +/- n,03)å of the increase in dark
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FïGURE (3.4)

Comparison of the Be Normalised

Height Spectra with and without

Filter present

PuIse

the Lead
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current could be attributabl-e to neutron interactions with the

Be" From this pulse height study, gfatnma rays and neutrons are

seen to contribute 4.7eo of the unfil-tered Be pulse height

spectrum" Discussion of these results is l-eft until the end

of the time-of-flight study"
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CHAPTER 4 TTME-OF-FLIGHT STUDY

4-I Introduction

It was concluded in the pulse height study that both gamma ray

and neutron interactions may be contributing to the observed

increase of the dark current of the pMT at a rever of about

52" The aim of the time-of-flight (fOF) experiment hras to
determine if the PMT is in fact detecting neutrons. A TOF

experirnent measures the dj-fference in time required for two

particles travelling at different speeds to cover a certaj-n

distance" Since ganma rays travel- at the speed of light, and

42 MeV neutrons much sl_ower, the time required for gamma rays

to travel the distance between the production target and the

PMT will be shorter than for neutrons. The resurt should be

two peaks in a TOF spectrum, separated by an appropriate

amount of time related to the different traver times. Arl- of
the resul-ts obtained in the íntensity study and the pulse

height study deal with measurements which have not been

corrected for the efficiency of the PMT in detectj-ng gamma

rays and neutrons. Therefore if a ToF spectrum yields a gamma

peak and a neutron peak, comparison of the areas under these

peaks can be made to determine the ratio of neutrons to gamma

rays being detected. These results, again not corrected for
efficiencies, can be compared to the results of the pulse

beight study in order to estimate the percentage of the pMT
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signal due to neutrons" This value can then be cornpared to the

predicted PMT current due to neutrons calcul-ated. in the

intensity study. Having calculated the total- number of

neutrons scattered to the PMT in sectj-on 2-4, the neutron

efficiency of the detector may be estirnated.

4-2 The Experiment

For the purposes of the TOF experiment, the light sealed

PMT was placed 3"2 +/- 0"1 meters from the production target,
again at 45 degrees downstream from the incj_dent proton

direction. The distance was increased to 3.2 meters to
increase the time required for gamma rays and neutrons to
travel from the production target to the pMT. As this distance

is increased, the time-of-flight difference between the gamma

rays and neutrons increases, resulting in their peaks having

a greater separation in a TOF spectrum" The thin (23.5 +/- O.g

mg¡c;mz¡ Be target used in the previous two studies v/as

employed to generate the neutron and g,amma ray field. The 4.Og

g/cmz lead filter was in place for this study, ensuring no

proton contamination in the PMT signar" The incident proton

energy tl.ras 47 +/- 1 MeV, producing neutrons at 45 degrees

(lab) with an energy of 42 +/- I.4 MeV, as discussed in
section 2-4"

Figure (4.1) is a schematic of the electronics used in
this study. The proton beam from the cyclotron is pulsed at
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FrcuRE (4"1)

Schematic Diagram of the Electronics used

to obtaÍn the Time-Of-Flight Spectrum
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a freguency of 28.29 MlIz with a duty cycle of about five
percent" Therefore a group of protons hits the production

target every 35"3 nanoseconds, producing bursts of neutrons

and gamma rays with the same time structure. The tirning for
the ToF measurement was made relative to the cyclotronts RF

signal "

The PMT signal, after being processed by a timing filter
amplifier, was fed into a discriminator, to prod.uce a five
nanosecond pulse used to start a time-to-anplitude convertor

(TÀC) " The RF signal r^ras sent through a discriminator to
convert ít to a five nanosecond wide pulse. This pu]_se r¡/as

then stretched by another dj-scriminator to 50 nanoseconds. The

resulting wide puJ-se hras then shortened once again to five
nanoseconds to be used as the stop pulse for the TAc. The

pulse width of 50 nanosecond was chosen to extend beyond one

fuIl RF cycle. lVhile the stretching discrimj-nator r¡ras busy

with the first RF pulse, another would be received and be

ignored" rn this fashion the TAC wourd receive a stop putse

every second RF pulse" The resulting TOF spectrum then

contained more than one RF cycle of events.

Because neutrons travel slower than ganma rays, the tirne

measured by the TAc wil-l be shorter for neutrons than for
gamma rays. This is because the RF is being used to stop the

TAc. The ToF spectrum was caribrated using the circuit in
figure (4.2). Two pulses v/ere generated 17.7 +/- 1.0 nsec.

apart by splitting an RF pulse and del-aying one of the two
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FrcuRE (4.2)

Schematic Diagram of the Etectronícs used

to Calibrate the Time-of-Flight Spectrum
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signals "

The sequence of events in this study proceeds as follows:
a 47 +/- 1 MeV proLon burst strikes the thin Be target,
producing ganma rays and neutrons simul-taneously" The giamma

rays, travelling at the speed of Iight, travel the 3 "Z +/- o"I
meters separating the target and the PMT in 1,O"7 +/- O.3 nsec.

The 42 +/- 1"4 MeV neutrons wil-I travel the same distance in
a time of 36"8 +/- 1-"3 nsec" Therefore the expected time

difference between pulses received by the PMT is 26.I +/- I.3
nsec.

4-3 Resul-ts

Figure (4"3) is the TOF spectrum obtained in this
experirnent. Pl-otted along with this spectrum is the

calibration spectrum obtained from the circuit in figure
(4.2). Note that since the RF is used to stop the TAC, real
time increases right to left in this spectrum. rhis spectrum

contains two gamma ray peaks, one at approximatety channel- 25

and the other at about channel I7O. This is due to the fact
that more than one comprete RF cycle of events is incl-uded in
this spectrum" Between these two peaks is a srnall-er peak at
channel- 85. This srnall-er peak is a candidate for being a

neutron peak" A background was estimated by averaging the

counts between the small-er peak and the peak in channel I7O.

This background wa-s subtracted from the two peaks, which rdere
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FTGURE (4.3)

Time-of-Flight, Spectrum for
Protons Incident on the Thin Be Target

at an Energy of 47 MeV
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then fit to paraboras to determine their centred position
along the tirne scale " These cal-culations yielded that the

ganma peak was at channel (l-69"5 +/- 13"0), while the smaller
peak fe]l into channel (85"4 +/- 8"6) " Errors guoted are HWHM

val-ues" This gives a channel difference between the two peaks

of (84 " 1 +/- 2L"6) channel-s. using the timing information
obtained in figure (4"3), the time difference between these

two peaks is

6t : 2I.O +/- 5"7 nsec.

Taking into account the uncertainty of this resulL and the

uncertainty in the predicted tirne difference of 26.r +/- 1.3

nsec., it is concluded that the peak at channel 85.4 in the

ToF spectrum is due to neutrons ínteracting with the
structural el-ements of the pMT.

Comparing the areas under the two peaks, the neutron to
gamma detection ratio is approximatery 1,23.7. once again these

carculations do not consider what the neutron to g'amma ratio
is before hitting the pMT, but reflect the rerative numbers

actually det.ected.

4-4 Neutron Efficiency

since the peak at channel 85"4 is attributed to neutrons,

it is siinple to estimate a neutron detection efficiency for
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the PMT" By recording the total amount of current on the

production target and the length of time in obtaining the TOF

spectrum (discussed in section 3-2) , it. hras possibJ-e to

calculate the number of neutrons per second incident on the

tube using the resul-ts of section 2-4 "

Since PMT event rate during the TOF experiment r^/as ]ow

(5 Hz), dead time considerations in the efficiency calcul-ation

can be ignored" Also, dead time introduced as a result of the

TAC being inoperative for a few microseconds after each event

may be ignored since the mean time between events was of the

order of 200 microseconds. Fina1ty, since the RF was used to
stop the TAC, every event which started the TAC hras guaranteed

a st.op pu1se" Al-l- of these factors combined make the

efficiency calculation straightforward"

A neutron detection efficiency was calculated by dividing
the total number of events found in the neutron peak of the

TOF spectrum by the total- number of neutrons incident on the

PMT during the run. This cal-cul-ation yields a neutron

detection efficiency of

€neut : (3"3 +/- 2.o) x l-o-3
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CHAPTER 5 SUMMARY AND DTSCUSSTON

5-1 Summary

From the purse height study it was concl_uded that at the
incident proton energy of 4o Mev on the Be production target,
4"72 of the unfiltered (no read foir present to remove

scattered protons) pulse height spectrum night be attributed
to neutrons and ganma rays interacting with the pMT. At 47 Mev

incident proton energy, the ToF results indicate that one in
five of the events l-ocated in the peaks of the spectrum, with
the lead filter present, J-s due to neutrons. The rest of these

events are due to gamma rays" Atthough the pulse height study
and the ToF study hrere not performed at the same energy, the
results from both indicate that neutron interactions with the
PMT are contributing to the increase in the pMT dark current
on the 0.5 to 1 percent level at the proton energy of 47 Mev.

Cal-cul-ations based on neutron induced reactions with the

berylliurn in the dynodes of the pMT from sectj_on (2-s.3)
produced a result that for an incídent proton energy of 4g

Mev, 0"04 +/- o.02 percent of the observed increase in the pMT

dark current might be attributabre to neutrons. since the
predicted enhancement based on the eaeln,zn¡ reaction is low

compared to the 0.5 to 1 percent l-evet resulting from the
purse height and loF studies, other neutron interactions, such

as with Èhe boron in the g]-ass enverope of the pMT, may be
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more important"

carried out in
Investl-gation of alternate mechanisms must be

the future"

5-2 Possible Directions for Improvements

since the pMT is detecting neutrons on the few percent
leveI, its use as a fast neutron monitor is possibl-e. However,

modifications to the pMT structure rníght assure a more

substantial- neutron signat. For instance, construction of a

PMT without a photocathode might reduce the amount of dark
current increase due to protons and neutrons causing
scintirration of the glass envelope. since protons are J_ikely

the largest contributors to the observed increase, reducing
their contribution would aid in the calibration of the pMT for
detecting neutrons.

An experiment in which both the pulse height and the ToF

of an event v/ere recorded would arso be useful to determine
if larger pulse heights hrere being produced by neutrons then
gamma rays" rf larger purse heights were due predominantly to
neutrons, then ganma rays coutd be eliminated frorn the spectra
by erectronic discrimination. This woul_d. give a better
indication as to the number of neutrons interacting with the
PMT "

A structural modification which might improve the
efficíency of the pMT for detecting neutrons is increasing the
concentration of berlzl I ì urn present in the d.ynodes, At present
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most neutron detectors with efficiencies in the 5 to 15

percent range are large vol-ume detectors. That is, the more

detecting rnedium present, the greater the l_ikel_ihood that a

passing neutron wil-l- interact with it. However, alterj-ng the
Be content of the dynodes wil-l change the gain of the pMT and

hence its response to neutrons" rf adding more Be to the
dynode causes the gain of the tube to decrease, additional
dynodes may be inserted, increasing the amount of Be present"
oT, arternativery, since the Be-cu arloy is only important on

the surface of the dynode, a dynode could be constructed using
a pure Be substrate with an alIoy surface. A bal_ance must be

reached between the number of dynodes and the amount of Be

present in each dynode to maximize the amount of Be in the pMT

while at the same time keeping the properties of the tube
intact. Boosting the neutron detection efficiency from 0.3?

to 52 or 1,oz would assure the use of this device as a fast
neutron monitor because of íts relatively l_ow cost and

sensitivity to a variety of neutron energies.
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